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GHINA POTITIGS
andfte

u.s, cHlNEsE
COMMUNITIES
By H. MARK LAI
When immigrants settle in a foreign land, it is
natural for them to retain interest in events occurring
in the country of their birth, often to the point of
actively participating in the politics of their native
land. Usuallv as they sink roots into their new home
this interest will graduaily be overshadowed by new
interests developed in the new environment. If,
however, other factors intervene, interest in the
politics of the motherland may be sustained for a
lengthy period.
Such was the case with the Chinese in America.
They encountered white racism soon after they
arrived in California in large numbers during the miinineteenth century. In 1BB2 Chinese labor was
excluded and for ih" n"*t half cenrury the Chinese
were continually subjected to prejudice and discrimination, Feeling that they had a limited future in this
country, many Chinese continued to be oriented
toward China and often participated in China's
domestic politics even though rhey had lived in
America for decades. The purpose of this essay is to
trace_ the development of three major immigrant
so-cial-poliii cal organizations involved it the poTiri.,
of China. Their involvement demonstratei that
China's domestic and international politics exerted a
strong influence on Chinese communities in the U.S.
for, many_ years. This was the situation in the past
and, to a lesser degree, it is still true today.
Before the 1911 Revolution

During the middle of the ninereenrh century,
modern political parties were non-existent in China
under the autocratic rule of the imperial Ching
(Manchu) government (1644-1,911). To express mass
dissatisfactions, groups organized clandestinely and
led insurrections. Two such groups were the Taipings
and the Triads. The Taipings, a massive popular movement, launched a great uprising in 1851 in South
China that expanded into a fourteen-year civil war
throughout mosr of the empire. The Triads, the
iargest secrer society in South,China, advocated the
overthrow of the Manchus (non-Han Chinese people)
and restoration of the Ming Dynasty (1368-1"644).
This latter organization was widespread in Southeast
IEditor's note: A1l Chinese names are in Chinese order, last name lrst
without commas.]

and
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China, where in the mid-1850s members of the
society also instigated a number of uprisings in
Kwangtung and Fukien Provinces.

The Taiping Rebellion (1850-1864) and the
Triad uprisings failed. As a result, thousands of their
adherents fled overseas to avoid persecution and
execution, joining some of their compatriots who had
preceded them. Triad members settling in the U.S.
established numerous lodges. They for"med a loose
organizational network among the Chinese communities all over America, known later as the Chee Kung
Tong, Triad membership in the U.S. was drawn
mainly from the middle and lower srrara of sociery,
such as small shopkeepers, laborers, labor contractors,
and others alienated from the conservative mercantile power structure of Chinatown.
During this period, the Chinese empire suffered
the encroachments of the West. China's traditional
society with its self-sufficienr economy was collapsing
rapidly under these pressures. Toward the- lasi
decades of the nineteenth century, as China appeared
to be heading toward dismembermenr by thi major
powers, enlightened members of the genrry and ihe
budding bourgeoisie began to see that iolving China's
problems required the reform of traditionaf Chinese
society.
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A demonstration in San Francisco
Chinatown celebrating the 1911 Chinese

Revolution. The banners read

ffit

ttsuccess to
the Revolution" and
"Long Live the Chinese Republic"
in both Chinese and English.
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Because of their own relatively privileged
positions within Chinese society, they'saw reform
attainable within the framework of the established
system. The reformers wished to save China from
foreign domination. Correspondingly, they viewed
reform as a means to remove obstacles to the development of capitalism in China, a desirable road in their
eyes to building a wealthy and powerful country.

By 1898, the reformers had gathered enough
support to gain the confidence ofthe young Guangxu
Emperor (1871-1908), who reigned from 1875-1908.
They issued numerous reform decrees in the Emperor's name. But 100 days later, the ultraconservatives
under the leadership of the Empress Dowager (18351908), recognizing a threat to their power, launched a
coup d'etat and imprisoned the Emperor. Many
reformers were captuied and executed; others fled
China with prices on their heads.
In America, meanwhile, a class of entrepreneurs
was also forming among the Chinese. Some of those
starting as merchants in the 1850s spread into fields
such as labor contracting, agriculture, and light manufacturing. By the 1880s faCtories of IO-SO employees

were established in San Francisco. There was even
one shoe manufacturer with 300 employees.l Ho*ever

the expansion of Chinese business ventures in this
country was hampered by a strong American bourgeoisie and the prevailing, hostile anti-Chinese
climate. If Chinese busineismen turned ro their
motherland as an outlet for their capital, the way was
blocked by feudalism and imperialism. Therefore this
small but growing Chinese bourgeoisie in the U.S. had
a strong interest in a China freed from the domination of feudalism and imperialism and offering opportunities to those who favored the development of a
modern capitalist society.
Thus, when the leader of the reform movement,
Kang Youwei (1858-1927), came to Victoria, B.C. in
1B99, he found that many leading Chinese merchants
were ready to support his cause. On July 20, L899,
the Chinese Reform Association (also called Protect
the Emperor Association in Chinese) was established
as the first organized political pafty among the
Chinese in America.2
Subsequently, Reform Party leaders visited
Chinese communities all over Canada, the United
States, Mexico, and Hawaii, and found symparheric
ears. By 1904 the Reform Association had spread ali
over the Americas, establishing 103 branches and
claiming a membership of l-0,000.3 The leadership
included many affluent merchants of the Chinarorvn
153

mercantile e1ite.
By the end of the first decade of the nvenrierh
c€ntury, the Reformers had established neri'spapers in
the large Chinese communities oi San Fiancisco.
Honoluiu. Neiv York and \/ancour-er.4 Under the
supervision of Homer Lea and orher American
mercenaries. mrlirar."' schoois *'ere organized in manv
Chinarorvns ro train voung Chinese ,o"r"rur,-r ro Chin'a
and resrore the erlrpe.Jr.: The Chinese Reform
Association also made manr- investments, especially
in Mesico, to iinance rheu political activiiies" In
Mesico rheu undertakings rncluded a bank, land
specularion. and a streercar line franchise in Torreon.6
Durins this period rhe Reform Association was a
Ta1or polirical force in American Chinatowns. They
claimed credir for promoring the 1905 anti-U.S.
bor-corr ro proresr the Chinese exclusion iaws.7 When
Manchu en\/oys visited the U.S. in 1910, members of
rhe Association in various cities led moves to present
petirions calling for the convening of a parliamenr in
China.8

Toward the end of the first decade of the twentieth century, however, internal problems racked the
organization.g The Reform Movement's program of
change from within was not achieving ihe'desired
results.

Meanwhile, a revolutionary movement

was

developing parailel to the Reform'Movemenr. Among
the overseas Chinese this movement was personifiei

by Sun Yat-sen (7866-1925), who srarted his first
revolutionary organization, the Xingzhong Hui
(Society to Revive China), in 1894 in Honolulu to
work for the overthrow of the Manchu empire and
establishment of a republic.lo
Sun visited the U.S. mainland for the first time
in 1896.11 He found only a few sympathizers, mainly

among small merchants, young inteilectuals,

some workers. He especially gained the attention"rri
of
members of the Chinese Christian commu..-lity who

were influenced strongly by the ideas of *este.n

republicanism and by middle-class values.
In a second trip in 1904 Sun aiso won over the

leadership of the Chee Kung Tong (Triads) in San
Francisco and converted its news organ , The Chinese
Free Press, from a pro-reform to i pro-revolution
line.12 Ar that rime however, manv Chee Kune Tons
members in othcr lodges *.r. alst members if ,n!
Reform Association,
Sttn found it a slow process
"nd
to win over the Chinatown
populace to his radical
philc,sophy.
The revolutionaries gradually gained support lor
their political program. In 1905-Sun yat-ien and
various Chinese revolutionary groups met in Japan to
form a coalition, rhe Tongiienghui (The United
Ccvenanters Sociery). ro pursue more effectively the
ob.;ecrives of restorarion of Han-Chinese rule by overchrowing the Manchu monarchy and establishing a
republic in Ciina. Agenrs *"t" sent among itr"
Chinese abroad to preach the doctrine of revolltion.
15+

For exampie, Lee See Nam, a Chinese American, was
given the task of organizing young people in the U.S.
He formed the Young China Association in San Francisco as a front for revolutionary activitiesl3 Its influence, though, was limited.
In 1910 Sun arrived again in the U.S. and srarted
chapters of the Tongmenghui. He also ordered Tongmenghui members in the Americas to join the Chee
Kung Tong so as to widen the revolutioiaries'base of
support and to gain access to an extensive organizational network useful for raising funds. Ac1ually.
aside from a common desire to overthrow the
Manchus and to restore Han-Chinese rule, the two
groups had little else in common. Members of the
Tongmenghui were influenced strongly by Western
bourgeois republicanism. Others were supporters of
sociaiist or anarchist doctrines. On the other hand,
although the Chee Kung Tong was narionalistic, its
political program was only vaguely defined. Many of
its conservative members were steeped in the beliefs
of feudal China.
Notwithstanding its weaknesses, the alliance
emerged as a significant political force in Chinese
communities in the U.S. and Canada. It became
increasingly active in raising funds for the revolution
and bolder in its attacks onlhe imperial sysrem.
Within Chinatown sociery, initially a coalition
led by small businessmen, students, and intellectuals
opposed the affluent conservative merchants controlling the Chinese associations and professing loyalty to
the Emperor. Much of the struggle betiareen these
groups consisted of editorial debates published in the
newspaper organs supporring each side. Sometimes
there was physical violence as hecklers and partisans
-But
engaged in fisticuffs ar streer corner rallies.la
by
around 1910, affluent merchants as well as rnany
members of the Reform Party had become discouiaged with the decaying government since the
situation in China had not improved. Few regretted
the overrhrow of the ManchuJ sparked by thE f lf f
uprising at Wuchang.
1912-t927
The continued hostile climate roward Chinese in
rhe U.S. led many to conclude that their furure lay in
an indusrrialized China. After the 1911 Republican
Revolution, the Chinese in this country entertained
great expectations. Businessmen anticipated opportunities for investmenrs; intellectuals- and iiudents
looked forward to better chances for uoward
mobility. Their pro-republican and narionalist 'sentiments reflected their.expectations. Many invested in
enterprises in the motherland.l5 Others returned to
join in the building of the Republic. However, a
succession of corrupt, ineffective iegimes and China's
lapse into civil wai and political cfiaos soon dashed
their hopes.
At this time, the main political groups in the
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Lelt , n banner in

San Francisco Chinatown expressing opposition to the martial arts troupe from the People's Republic of China
which toured the United States in 1,974. Right - a bannei also in San Francisco Chinator.r'n welcoming the same troupe.

overseas Chinese communities supported the concept

of a republic, but

each for its own reasons. The
Constitutionalist Party (the former Reform Party)16
was the most conservative po1itica1ly. Having connections with the landlord class and loca1 warlords as
well as the upper echeions of the Chinese bourgeoisie
in China, it supported the Peking government. It even
supported efforts to push Confucianism as a state
religion.
The Che.e
{""gT9T (Triads)17 was also basically
conservative in its political leanings. It too supported
the Peking regimes and maintained links with secret
societies as well as local warlords in China. The funds
advanced by the Chee Kung Tong for revolutionary

activities before the 1911 Revolution were never
repaid by the Tongmenghui, nor its successor organization, the Kuomintang (Nationalist Party), After the
191,1, Revolution, it was not permitted by Sun
Yat-sen's lieutenant, Hu Han-min, to register as a
political party in Kwangtung Province. These factors
led to cool relations between the Chee Kung Tong
and the Kuomintang (KMT).
The thtd group was the Tongmenghui, led by
Sun Yat-sen and supported by elements of the
national bourgeoisie. After the 1.91.7 Wuchang
uprising, the Tongmenghui leadership, feeling too
weak to gain political dominance on its own, reached
a compromise with Yuan Shi-kai in Peking. Yuan,
formerly a viceroy of the imperial Manchu government, was elected provisional President of the
Republic in February 1912, while the Tongmenghui
united with four other political groups to form the

Kuomintang (KMT) in China. It became one of the
major political parties and soon became involved in a
power struggle with President Yuan, who suppressed
the party in 1913. The KMT again had to operate
outside China. It considered Yuan and his successors,
the northern warlord governments, as usurpers of the
Republic and became their bitter foes.
At this point the KMT was the most militant
group in the Chinatowns. Its members were in the
forefront of the anti-Yuan, anti-Peking warlord
government demonstrations. They raised funds and
recruited Chinese in America to support their cause.
They sometimes would use vigilante tactics to press
their points. For example, in the midst of a discussion
by the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association
in 1,91,4 to decide whether to welcome the impending
arrival of a Yuan envoy, a phalanx of t<trrtT youth
charged in to tear down Yuan's picture and broke up
the meeting.l8 In the winter of 1915, KMT assassins
in San Francisco shot Huang Yuanyong, a visitor
aileged to be a Yuan supporter.l9
On the other hand, the two conservative organizations, the Constiutionalists and Chee Kung Tong,
sharing some similar interests and with ties to the
warlord regime in Peking, began to work cooperatively. Together the two groups controlled the major
part of the conservative establishment in the Chinese
communities. In addition, they had the support of
many of the heads of the Chinatown secret societies
or tongs. In this manner they tried to thwart KMT
efforts to push the national revolution in China
forward, and to lay claim to a larger share of ihe
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Chinatown power structure in America.
ln 1,920 the pro-KMT military forces in China
captured Canton. and in 1921 a militarv regime was
established there in opposition to the Peking authorities. Preparations were made for a northern erpedition to unify China. Meanu'hile. the Constitutionalists
and Chee Kung Tong in America continued to
support the northern government and provided covert
financial and logistical support to anti-KMT forces in
Kwangtung to tr\- to subvert and overthrow the
Canton regime.
During this s'hole period the KMT appeared as
the vanguard in the Chinese communities in America.
Thev advocated the abolition of many ideas they
,.g"id"d as backward, such as Chinese New Yeai.
Members established the Morning Bell School, the
ftst modern school in the San Francisco Chinese
community to allow coeducation and to present
regular stage dramas.20 The KMT party newspapers,
the Young China in San Francisco and the Mun Hey
in New York were popular among many of the
young.
As the revolution in China progressed and the
KMT became even more militant, the more conservative Chinese merchants in the U.S. became estranged
from the KMT. When the KMT Canron government
attempted to seize control of the Sunning Railroad
in the Toishan District the party became very unpopular among the Chinese in the U.S. who had invested
in the ratfroad?I The breach between the conservatives and militants widened when the KMT formu-

lated

its

alliance

with the USSR and accepted

communists into its party after the L924 KMT party
congress in China.
It was during this period of fvT militancy that
organizations of the left started in the Chinese
communities in the U.S. In 1919 syndicalist elements
founded the Unionist Guid;22 many members were
sympathizers of the KMT. Others were atrracted by
the promise of the 1917 October Revolution in
Russia. A few years after the 1924 KMT party
congress, a Chinatown section of the U.S. Communist
Party was established in San Francisco, location of
the most populous Chinese community in the U.S.
Communists joined the U.S. KMT. Many were
workers and students. They flaunted the KMT flag,
and frequently gave street corner speeches supporting
the national revolution and denouncing imperialism.
By this time many businessmen members in the
KMT had become alarmed due to the radical direction taken by the KMT in China and the U.S., coming
as it did in the anti-communist atmosphere in this
country. In 7925 the General Branch of the KMT in
9"r Francisco openiy joined with the right-wing
faction of the party in China to denounce communism.23 (This was before the Chiang Kai-shek anticommunist coup d'etat of 1927.) However, other
U.S. branches refused to foliow this line.
Subsequently, the KMT split into hostile right
156

left factions with separate headquarters and party
news organs. But after the establishment of the
Chiang Kai-shek governmenr in Nanking in 1927 , the
right-wing faction had a political adrrantage and
became the stronger group. The party schismiontinued until the Sino-|apanese War in L937, when the
factions combined uguitt to unite against the common
and

enemy.

-- During these years the interesr in China politics
still remained strong among Chinese in America. The
failure of major U.5. Chin;e enterprises, such as the
China Mail Steamship Comp"ny, ih. Canton Bank
and the Pacific Canning Company, served only to
strengthen the beliefs of many that their destinies
were tied with china.
L927-t949

After the Communist-KMT split in China in
left in the U.S. branch of the KMT
was expelled from both right and left factions of the
1-927, the Marxist

party. The conservatives now controlled the KMT. As
began to link up more and
more with American national left-wing politics. In the
late 1920s and early 1930s it became active in the

for the Marxist left, it

American trade union movement to encourage
to join iabor unions and improve
workers' conditions. This was the beginning of a
break from an exclusive focus on Chiiese p"oliti.r.
But in a period when Chinese labor was srill excluded
and suspected radicals were subject to deportation,
the left's effectiveness was limited.
For the KMT, due to the establishment of a
KMT national government, the conditions were favorable for it to extend its political domination over the
Chinese community in the U.S. The first order of
business of the righr-wing faction was ro eliminate its
political- rivals. It provided the Nanking governmenr
with information so that members of t[e-opposition
returning to the motherland were marked foi harassment or arrest.24 Opposition publications were barred
from China.2s The party even tried to engineer the
deportation of opposition spokesm en to mizzle their
criticism of the KMT regime here.26 As for the Chee
Kung Tong and the Constitutionalists, they had lost
their political allies in China and rapidly lost much of
their support in the Chinatown establishment to the
Chinese workers

KMT.

After the KMT government at Nanking was
in 1.927 , the Japanese military launched
its attempt to conquer China, seizing Manchuria in
1"931, attacking Shanghai in 1.932, and invading the
region norrh of the Great Wall in 1933. In 1937
general war with Japan broke our in China. Soon
established

afterwards, China War Relief Associations sprang up

in the Chinatowns to raise funds supporting the-war
effort. As quasi-official representativii of the Chinese
government, the KMT and their supporrers held key
positions in these Chinatown groups. With the
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The Chinese Workers' Mutual Aid Association on 9 October 1949 in San Francisco Chinatown celebrating the founding ofthe
People's Republic of China.

motherland facing this threat to her existence,
patriotic fervor was high as Chinese workers and
merchants donated about $56 million to support
China's war effort.27

The war gave the KMT an excellent opportunity
to expand its influence into all areas; its political
rivals iould do little to stop it. Taking advantage of
nationalist feelings, the KMT recruited numerous
ambitious and opportunistic people into the part|,
including many key community leaders from district
and clan associations and secret societies. Many of
these soon became part of the local party leadership
as well as members of its U.S. Central Committee.
The party's interests became intimately and firmly
intertwined with that of the Chinatown establishment. By the time the war ended in 1'945 the KMT
had become solidly entrenched in a politically
dominant position in the Chinatowns. Neither the
Chee Kung Tong nor the Constitutionalists were
effective opponents any longer.

The triumphant KMT, however, bore little
to the party of the 1,920s. Gone were

resemblance

many of the idealistic intellectuals and young people
who comprised its corps of cadres. Instead the party
supported the status quo and relied on support from
the conservative Chinatown mercantile Power
structure. The workers no longer played a significant
part in che party's program in the U.S.
During the war, the left was also very active
mobilizing people to promote support for the war
effort. After a brief period of working with the KMT,
they began to work ihrough other channels, and were

especially active among the workers and the youth.28
They remained, however, a small group compared to
the KMT.
World War II with China as an American ally
brought about the repeal of Chinese exclusion and
greater opportunities for Chinese Americans. It
ireated favbrable conditions for the growth of a
Chinese American middle-class rooted in this country.
Members of this class formed the beginnings of a
liberal group in the Chinese community.
After the war, the KMT in China ended the
tutelage period in China and set up a facade of democratic government. Attempts were made to draw in
other parties. However, KMT corruption and oppressive rule in China caused disenchantment among the
U.S. Chinese. In the postwar years as inflation and
corruption mounted in China and civil war erupted
between the KMT and the communists, both the left
and the libera-ls as well as remnants of the old opposition to the KMT in the Chinatowns criticized KMT
misrule in China. The KMT responded by strengthening their propaganda machine and by recruiting more
conservative leaders from the Chinatowns to enlarge
and strengthen their base of support.
After'1,949

After KMT rule in China collapsed in the face of
the advancing People's Liberation Armies, the KMT
regime fled to the island of Taiwan, and the Peopie's
Republic of China (PRC) was established in Peking in
1949. Some of the left envisioned a change of alle'

i5l

giance by the Chinatown establishment similar to that
which took place after the 1911 Revolution and afrer
the establishment of the KMT national government in
1927. Thts time. chough. the KMT was in firm
control of the Chinatorvn establishment unlike the
other two occasions when no single political group
was in a dominant position.
In L949 the lefc-wing Chinese Workers' Mutual
Aid Associ.ation celebraied the founding of the
People's Republic. The meeting was broken up by
KMT-hiredtongmen.2e Subsequently, orher ciitics
were threatened with harassment and death. Editor
Dai Ming Lee of the Chinese World, the Constitutionalist Party organ opposing the KMT, had to call
for poiice protection.
Opposition to the KMT would have been
stronger were it not for the reluctant entrance of
Chinese troops into the Korean War in 1950. Many
Chinese Americans feared that they mighr suffer th'e
fate of the Japanese Americans duiing World War II,
i.e., massive incarceration in American concentration
camps. The Cold War and the anti-communist
hysrcria in the country helped the pro-KMT China
Lobby to push for _a U.S. govern.nenl policy hostile
to the PRC and allied wirh Taiwan tb eniure the
continued existence of the exiled KMTregime. Under
these conditions critics were silenced an? the KMT
managed political opinion in the Chinatowns for the
next two decades. The U.S. government also cooperated by harass^ing liberals aid applying pressure on
the Chinese left. To cire one example. in 1952 the
New York organ of the Chinese left, the ChinaDaily
l,{ews, was indicted for violation of the Trading with
the Enemy Act.3o
Taking advantage of these conditions, Taiwan
ordered the formation of Anti-Communist Leagues in
the U.S. in 1954. Cultural and rrade ties with faiwan
were established with local schooi and merchants to
ensure KMT influence.31 The activities of the KMT
Overseas Chinese Affairs Commission were stepped
up to check on rhe loyalty of local Chinesi- to
Taiwan. Loyal followers in the Chinatowns were
appointed as advisors to the commission.
In the meantime, as a result of the conditions
caused by the world-wide struggle against colonialism
and imperialism, and the struggle for democraric
rights in this countrf , many disciiminatory laws were
re'pealed. Overt discriminaiion decreased and better
opportunities became available to the American-born
Chinese Americans. The Chinese American middleclass grew in number and strength, benefiting from
America's cold war prosperity and civil rightJmovement. Their economic roots were in America, and
they generally did not have many inrerests with
either the KMT or rhe old Chinatown mercantile
power structure. Also, during the mid-1960s the left
in America and in Chinatown again became active,
with most of its adherents being siudents and intellectuals on the campuses.
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Influenced by the acrivism sparked by the civil
rights. movement, Johnson's Great' Society' Program,

and the anti-Vietnam war movement, the neri left
and the new middle-class began acrively demanding
change in Chinatown. !r1t tf,ey
challenged thE
KMT policy of slavish allegiance "lso
to Taiwan, as open
support for the PRC and against Taiwan found
expression. A certain polarization again occurred,
now with the KMT and the traditional establishment
on one side, and members of the new Chinese American middle-class and young Chinese Americans on the
other.
Today, however, the situation in the Chinatowns
is different from the past. During much of the period
before World War II, ihe ChinesJ had been a rejected

minority- in this counrry. Many were forced io pin
much o? their hope fo, b"tt.r-ent of their status on
an improvement in China's situation. Hence many
Chinese in America felt it to be in their interests tt
participate actively in the politics of China.
This participation, however zealously expressed,
had always b_een in an ancillary and' supportive
position, mainly in the areas of logistics, fi.r"nies
propaganda. The Chinese abroad were roo few"rrd
in
number. dispersed geographically, and far away from
China to play a leading role in guidinge the political
destiny olthe motherlaid
But because of common class interests, numerous political, economic and cuhural links had been
forged over the years between the overseas Chinese
and members of the various political factions in
China. Thus, it was not surprising that for many
decades. China politics continled tl be a significan't
factor in shaping the lives of many Chinese Airericans
and exerted a strong influence on community
attitudes as well as on individual behavior. Recenrlv.
different circumstances have been affecting ,ii"
Chinese in the U.S. and the people in China. Tlie two
have been developing in differeni directions. In recent
years a new genefation of Chinese Americans has
arisen with interests firmly rooted in American
society, with few interesrs identifiable with the
motherland.
The PRC was established as a result of a revolution based on the workers and peasants, with little
reliance on assistance from the overseas Chinese. Thus
it was a revolution in which the Chinese in America
p-layed olly a minor, insignificant role, compared to
their earlier participation in the Republican Revolution, the KMT and the struggles of other political
factions in previous years. Althoueh the pRC
welcomes the support of the ou"rr""r" Chinese, the
socialist society established in China obviates the
necessiry of_participation in her politics by Chinese
living abroa{, 9x9-ept perhaps for-propaganda activities on her behalf. Moreover, rhe poliiv of the pRC
has been increasingly clear in reient years that it
discourages the-"sojourner" mentality and encourages
the overseas Chinese to identify with and to tJ"k

their destinies in the countries where they live.
On the other hand, although the KMT regime
still actively seeks to retain support of the overseas
Chinese, its exile status on Taiwan inspires neither
confidence nor support.
Many American Chinese still take political sides,
but the .""rorn for partisanship todal are different
from the past. Some support the PRC or Taiwan
because of economic ties or nationalist feelings'
Others are partial to the PRC because of a desire to
promote friendly U.S.-China relations or because of a
iecognition of political realities. A few may still be
loyal to Taiwan because of ideological ties. Likewise,
others may favor the PRC because they regard h9r 1s
a model for the socialist movement. But there is little
motivation to go to China or Taiwan to serve in a
spirit
of patriotism as in the past.
- Todav
we witness the ending of an era' At
present Cliir," politics are still influJntial in comtnunbut the role has greatly diminished. We
ity politics,
-expect
it will continue to fade as the Chinese in
can
America became increasingly involved in the struggles
in American society and participate more and more in
American politics. U.S. Chinese may still be interested in eu"ntr in China, but it is unlikely that they
will view China politics with the same Perspectives as
in the past. *
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